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Arabia. Still, their's is rather a harried existence and, now that the Islamic code is rigidly enforced and the Imam's influence is to the fore, their position in Yamen may yet be one of jeopardy.
They are not allowed to have schools or synagogues, but they assemble for worship at private houses unmolested, and I was much impressed, on passing a Jew cobbler's shop in a hamlet near Menakha, to see him teaching his children to read the Hebrew Scriptures. I understand that this practice is general; it denotes a laudable standard of education and considerable stiffness of mental fibre in a difficult environment.
After leaving the bare, coastal plains, we find the countrymen of Yamen almost entirely agricultural, but beyond the central plateau, as the terrain begins to merge in the barren hills that border on the Great Desert, the pastoral type becomes again predominant, and agriculture gradually reaches a vanishing point. In such regions the tribesman is of purer strain, and more highly developed in stamina and intelligence than the tribal farmers and small'landowners of the Yamen. plateau and its fertile mountains. This is easily explained. Patience and perseverance will grow coffee, cabbages and corn in a favourable climate, but it takes brains to follow a shepherd's life, where you must learn to count your charge at a glance and, if one is missing, follow its c spoor' until you find it. The life too, with its raids and counter-raids, tends to sharpen the wits, and brace muscle and nerve. One must not, of course, compare an indigent Bedouin clan on the outskirts of the desert, with wealthy landowners in the highlands of Yamen, but I maintain that pastoral chiefs on the western edge of the Great Red Desert will compare favourably in wit,

